Boones Ferry Road – May 2, 2017 PAC Meeting
Additional Preparation Notes for PAC
To the PAC Members:
We just concluded a meeting with Sea Reach where we developed a preliminary layout for most of their
art/history interpretive ideas. We’ll present this tomorrow to get the discussion started. We hope to
begin the discussion at the PAC meeting and then continue/conclude it at the final meeting with Sea
Reach which we tentatively thought would be a week or two weeks after tomorrow’s PAC meeting (to
be confirmed). I’m hoping your initial comments at tomorrow’s PAC meeting will help Sea Reach
prepare final conceptual drawings for the ideas selected.
Streetscape Roll Map
The roll map has been updated to show trees in the median that will be up-lighted, locations of
foundations for future art, and placement of Sea Reach art/history ideas yet. The following is a brief
description for each element:
Idea 1 – Tubular shapes reminiscent of interior space of a home or business
Some form of this may work at Riccardo’s wayside. We are proposing this because there is a
problem with sight clearance to the north from the driveway because of the taller elements in
the current design. Adapting the idea of framing rooms, windows and introducing a seating
element may be an alternate solution to providing separation from the street while allowing
better sight lines. (note, the design team has not discussed this with Riccardo yet)
Idea 2a – Listening cone
Located at the Jenike wayside, maybe pointed at the large fir trees on the property to listen to
birds, etc. Also maybe located at a few of the ‘scoring spacers’ (what we’re calling the
intermittent sections of concrete sidewalk that resolve the scoring module).
Idea 2b – Covered wagon seating
Not located anywhere in the project
Idea 3 – Seating log progression
Located at O’Leary’s wayside which has a Douglas Fir sub theme. Members of the PAC are
seeking funding for this idea.
Idea 4 – House relief
Located at the current design for the Lake Grove Shopping Center wayside which is on hold at
the moment. Needs a lot of room. Would couple this with Idea 6, dog house and bowl. This
proposal could be affected by what the property owner decides regarding the driveway location.
Idea 5 – Poles with different attachments
The different ideas could be located at the scoring spacers. Idea 5c, the rain pole (rain cloud
pole) could be at the bus stops to be used by people waiting for the bus as shelter from the rain,
and also provide a vertical element to call attention to bus stops. Members of the PAC are
seeking funding the pole with the ‘thought bubble’.
Idea 6 – House and dog house
Idea 6b, the 3d dog house is paired with idea 4 at the Lake Grove Shopping Center wayside. A
drinking fountain would be located near it to provide water for the dog bowl. Idea 6c, the dog
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house bike racks could be where we located bike racks in the plan. Members of the PAC are
seeking funding for this idea. Idea 6a, the house relief was not located in the plan.
Idea 7 – Doorway threshold
The doorway threshold could be located at the scoring spacers.
Idea 8 - Seating
Idea 8a, the series of seats in the wall in graduated heights are placed at Vic’s and McDonald’s
waysides and integrated with the low walls. Idea 8b, the chairs are located at the current design
for the Lake Grove Shopping Center wayside which is on hold at the moment.
Idea 9 – Lighting poles with plant motifs
Not located on the plan
Idea 10 – Labyrinth
Not located on the plan, too large for our spaces.
Idea 11 – Hanging seat
Located at Gubanc’s near the proposed fire pit.

Attached are drawings from Sea Reach depicting the ideas.
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